TECH

Deluxe

Deluxe
Zen (11’6 + 12’6)

Deluxe
Zen
Club*

Deluxe
Zen

Deluxe
Zen

Deluxe
Zen

Deluxe
Zen
Club*

Club*

Zen

Zen

Zen

Deluxe

FIN SET UP

Single
FCS Touring 9”

Single
FCS Touring 9”
Dol-fin 22”

Thruster
FCS Touring 9”
Fixed (3)

Thruster
FCS Touring 9”
Fixed (3)

Thruster
FCS Connect 8”
Fixed (3)

Thruster
FCS Connect 8”
Fixed (3)

Thruster
FCS Connect 8”
Fixed (3)

Thruster
Fixed

Quad
Forward
4.7” Light Core
Back
4.5’ Light Core

Single
FCS Touring 9”
5 fins
6 3/4” (4) + 8” (1)

Quad/Center
Center: 6 3/4”
Side: Polo

Single
FCS Touring 9”

Thruster
Fixed (3)

Single
FCS Touring 9”

Thickness: 6.0”
Volume:
14’ 324 L
12’6x28“ 297 L
12’6x26” 286 L
Tail Width:
15.5” / 16.2” / 14.6”
Max Rider Wgt:
14’ 110kg.
12’6x28“ 95kg.
12’6x26” 90kg.

Thickness: 6.0”
Volume:
14’ 354 L
12’6 321L
11’6 299L
Tail Width:
14.7” / 16.7“ / 17.1”
Max Rider Wgt:
14’ 115kg.
12’6 105kg.
11’6 90kg.

Thickness: 6.0” / 4.75”
Volume:
364 L / 288 L
Tail Width: 17.5”
Max Rider Wgt:
120kg. / 110kg.

Thickness: 6.0” / 4.75”
Volume:
330 L / 261 L
Tail Width: 15.7”
Max Rider Wgt:
95kg. / 85kg.

Thickness: 6.0” / 4.75”
Volume:
288 L / 228 L
Tail Width: 15.0”
Max Rider Wgt:
90kg. / 80kg.

Thickness: 6.0” / 4.75”
Volume:
293 L / 235 L
Tail Width: 17.2”
Max Rider Wgt:
95kg. / 90kg.

Thickness: 6.0” / 4.75”
Volume:
300 L / 237 L
Tail Width: 18.9”
Max Rider Wgt:
115kg. / 105kg.

Thickness: 4.75“
Volume: 201 L
Tail Width: 18.2”
Max Rider Wgt:
80kg.

Thickness: 4”
Volume: 165 L
Tail Width: 20.8”
Max Rider Wgt: 85kg.

Thickness: 8”
Volume: 1250 L
Tail Width: 34.5”
Max Riders Wgt: 700kg.

Thickness: 4.75”
Volume: 250 L
Tail Width: 24.8”
Max Rider Wgt: 115kg.

Thickness: 4.75”
Volume: 237 L
Tail Width: 17.1”
Max Rider Wgt: 80kg.

Thickness: 6.0”
Volume: 315 L
Tail Width: 16.0”
Max Rider Wgt:
200kg. x 2 people

Thickness: 6.0”
Volume: 390 L
Tail Width: 21.0 ”
Max Rider Wgt: 130kg.

* The Atlas in Club
version does not ship with
a pump or magic suitcase.

* The whopper in Club
version does not ship with
a pump or magic suitcase.

* The Starship and Starship
Surf are not shipped with
a pump but include
a magic suitcase.

Deluxe
Zen (8’6” x 33”)
Quad/Center
Center
Ph River
Side
White Water
Thickness: 6.0” / 6.0“ / 4.75”
Volume:
11’ 334 L
9’6 290 L
8’6 170 L
Tail Width:
21.8” / 23.9” / 22.5”
Max Rider Wgt:
11’ 115kg.
9’6 105 kg.
8’6 90kg.

Zen
Single - FCS Touring 9”
Single - FCS Touring 9”
Single - FCS Touring 9”
Single - FCS Touring 9”
Thickness: 4.75”
Volume:
319 L / 261 L / 228 L / 237 L
Tail Width:
24.0” / 15.7“ / 15.0” / 18.9”
Max Rider Wgt:
130kg. / 95kg. / 80kg. / 115kg.

* YOGA DOCK
Deluxe

Size: 6.6’x6.6’
Thick: 4.75”

Docks 8
boards

There is a risk of serious injury or death from drowning. Paddle sports can be very dangerous and physically
demanding. The user of this product acknowledges, understands, and assumes the risks involved in paddle
sports. Observe the following safety standards and safe operating practices whenever using this product.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Always wear an approved personal flotation device.
Do not operate the board under the influence of drugs or alcohol.
Wear a helmet when appropriate.
Do not paddle alone.
Children must be supervised by a responsible adult at all times.
Dress appropriately for weather and marine conditions; cold water and weather can result in hypothermia.
Beware of oﬀshore winds and currents.
Check weather forecasts and understand the weather conditions.
Do not exceed your paddling ability; be aware of your limitations.
Be aware of safe river water levels, tidal changes, currents, and obstacles in and above the water.
Check your equipment prior to each use for signs of wear, leaks or failure.
Always wear a leash.
Always inform someone of your paddling expedition.
Always carry identification.
Do not paddle in flood conditions.

INCLUDED

Lightweight Leash

Compact design at only 70g. Strong,

SIZES

Zen

Wide, stable and
comfortable, Sup Yoga
can be enjoyed
anywhere in the world.
Equipped with EVA
shoulder carry handle,
paddle holder and a full
deck pad for comfort.
Featuring D-Rings on
the nose and tail for
anchor points and FCS
insert on the nose to
attach camera.

MODEL

Zen

The new Starship
Surf has even more
rocker making it
easier to catch the
next wave party.

The ultimate white
water performance
board for river racing to
beginner rapids.
Packed with multiple
reinforced handles and
bungee tie downs.
Featuring half moon
quad fins with minimal
drag, great for turning
and navigating waves. A
new center fin box with
the PH River fin for
racing and normal all
round paddling.

DESCRIPTION

The first Inflatable
SUP with a clear
window for
underwater
viewing. It’s the
perfect summer
toy for kids of any
age. A narrower
nose and tail for
faster glide with 2
bungee tie downs
for storing gear.

Easy to store,
easy to transport
and softer
technology with
narrower outlines
suited for kids of
all ages. Full EVA
deck pad with soft
comfortable grip
and soft flexible
fins for optimum
tracking.
For more info go to:
www.sup-kids.com

TECH

Developed for
ocean rescue
with a Double
Chamber, this
inflatable
revolutionizes
all we know
about safety.
Extra carry
handles for easy
transport of
person from
beach to
vehicle.

2017
INFLATABLE USER MANUAL

8’0” X 28”
9’0” X 28”
10’6” X 25”
SUPKIDS 8’
SUPKIDS 9’
SUPKIDS RACER

Zen

FIN SET UP

The Inflatable
Paddle For Hope
follows the same
outline as the
Touring version.
The shape has
been designed to
match superior
glide with stability
for riders up to
80kg. Proceeds of
the PHF board go
towards helping
others around the
world recovering
from cancer.

11’2” X 40”
11’2” X 32”
10’5” X 30”
10’0” X 35”
SERENITY YOGA
SERENITY BLEND
SERENITY DRIVE
SERENITY DASHAMA

KIDS

Thruster Fixed (3)
Thruster Fixed (3)
Single - FCS Touring 9”

SPECS

Short and
responsive, the twin
tip SUP Polo board
offers maximum
maneuverability.
The stability from
the square nose
offers a platform for
the winning shot.
The US Center fin
box adds tracking
outside the court.
Join us in playing
the most exciting
team sport in SUP.

SIZES

Plenty of volume to
accommodate up to
8 people. Slender
nose outline and
low entry rocker,
for cruising.
Available in Club
Technology with
Triple PVC Rail band
for durability.

11’2” X 40”
EXPLORER

MODEL

The revolutionary
nut outline just
became easier to
transport. Short,
compact and ultra
responsive, the
Hyper Nut’s wide
nose and tail give
stability while the
short length
increases
acceleration, speed
and tight turning to
for riders up to
85kg.

12’0” X 28”
OCEAN RESCUE

DESCRIPTION

Popular for lighter
riders up to 80kg
wanting
comfortable
stability to
balance in small
surf, easy glide
into waves and
reactive turning
capabilities.
Also a good
alternative for
surfers up to 90
kilos.

DESCRIPTION

Fastest glide and
ultra stable for
those learning to
paddle, the Atlas
is a fantastic
cruising board for
the entire family
up to 120kg.

SPECS

Maximizing glide
and stability, the
Inflatable Touring
are designed to
carry supplies and
accessories for all
adventures.
Equipped with
bungee-tie downs,
multiple FCS insert
for mounting a
GoPro Camera and
paddle holder on
the tail.

DESCRIPTION

11’6” X 30”
PADDLE FOR
HOPE

TECH

35” width makes
an incredibly
stable board for a
wide range of
riders up to 115kg
that is ideal for
yoga, fitness, and
all round cruising.

9’5” X 36”
SUP POLO

FIN SET UP

Optimum glide for
cruising, fun
performance in
small surf and
extra stability for
riders up to 95kg
to cruise
with friends.

18’6” X 60”
STARSHIP
STARSHIP SURF

SPECS

Popular for
lighter riders up
to 90kg, the
Drive offers a
narrower outline
for efficient glide
and improved
tracking as the
rider can hold
the paddle closer
to the board.
Great board for
cruising, fitness
workouts and
small surf.

7’8” X 30”
HYPER NUT

SIZES

The ultimate
transportable
flatwater-to-chop
crossover with a
wide tail for
increased stability,
straight outline
and pulled in nose
for riders up to
95kg.

9’0” X 30”
CONVERSE

MODEL

10’0” X 35”
WHOPPER

DESCRIPTION

10’5” X 32”
WIDE POINT

11’0” X 34”
9’6” X 36”
8’6” X 33”
STREAM CROSSOVER
STREAM
X-STREAM

TECH

10’5” X 30”
DRIVE

SERENITY
SUP YOGA

SPECIALTY

FIN SET UP

11’2” X 32”
BLEND

TEAM

SPECS

12’0” X 33”
ATLAS

SIZES

14’0” X 31”
12’6” X 31”
11’6” X 30”
TOURING

SURF

MODEL

14’0” X 28”
12’6” X 28”
12’6” X 26”
RACER

ALL ROUND

TECH

EXPLORING

FIN SET UP

RACING

Designed to
optimize speed,
stiffness and
tracking at the
lightest weight.
Twin dual
stringers on the
deck and Carbon
Rails in the
standing area for
maximum
stiffness. A
straight outline,
flatter rocker and
foiled nose
increases glide
and speed.

SPECS

RIVER

| STIFFER, STRONGER AND EASIER TO INFLATE. 3 TECHNOLOGIES: DELUXE, ZEN AND CLUB. THE INFLATABLE RANGE OFFERS BOARDS FOR RACING, CRUISING, SURFING, YOGA+FITNESS AND RIVER PADDLING.

MODEL

SIZES

INFLATABLE

Thickness:
4.0” / 4.75” / 4.75”
Volume:
159 L / 185 L / 174 L
Tail Width:
18.1” / 18.5” / 14.2”
Max Rider Wgt:
65 kg. / 75kg.* / 80kg.
*Also suitable for
lightweight adults looking
for an inflatable surfing
option.

Warning: Boards may lose air or leak over time, be sure to check that your board is fully inflated. Always wear a leash.
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:

How much air should I pump into my board, and how long does it take to inflate?
The recommended pressure is 15- 18PSI, any higher you risk over inflating and damage. Depending on the size of your board it can take anywhere from 5-8 min.
When detaching the pump from the board, the air starts to release from the valve. How do I stop this from happening?
The air is releasing as the valve spring pin has been left in the deflating position. Simply push down and turn the pin until it lifts up into the inflation position
and stops air from releasing; continue to inflate the board until up to pressure.
How far do I tighten the screws on the fins?
Do NOT over tighten the screws. Only tighten until the fins feel snug and secure in the box.
Can I leave my board inflated in the sun and over night?
If leaving the board inflated, it is best to remove from direct sunlight and deflate the board at least to 10PSI.
How should I clean and how should I store my board?
We only recommend water and a mild soap. Heavy detergents and solvents can damage your board. It is best to clean and dry your board, take out the fins,
roll it up and put in the Inflatable bag.
If I puncture my board, can I repair by myself?
Yes, you can use the supplied Inflatable repair kit (we recommended Aquaseal®) or Email us for more information at info@star-board.com.
What is the difference between Zen and Deluxe Inflatable Technologies?
Deluxe is the sum of all the high end technologies and materials applied together. Using a half laminated single layer directly coated on deck and bottom
linked by unidirectional yarns to maximize its rigidity, the 3K Carbon Rail bands compressed with a double layer of biaxial PVC and Dual Stringer technology
makes this series our lightest and stiffest inflatable boards ever.
Zen is a light, stiff and durable single PVC layer combined with a 17cm wide center stringer band running the full length of the board on deck and bottom.
This combined double layered structure on the rails compresses an internal rail band through the outline creating very stiff 4”, 4.75” and 6” thick boards.

Riders : Ollie O'Reilly and Fiona Wylde Photographer : John Carter Location : Maui, Hawaii

INFLATABLE BOARD

INFLATE BOARD

DELUXE

ADJUSTABLE SHAFTS

To inflate your board use the pump provided and follow the instructions below.

ZEN

2-3 pc ADJUSTABLE SHAFT*
Starboard 2 and 3 piece paddles connect using a secure spring pin system and comes with an additional Tiki Clamp and a register
system to reduce any play. The 3 piece paddle, when fully detached, measures only 85cm and easily fits inside the Inflatable Magic Bag.

D-RING

D-RING

SHAFT REGISTER SYSTEM

CENTER
STRINGER

Release the valve cover by
twisting counter- clockwise.
Ensure the valve is clear
from debris before
releasing.

BUNGEE
TIE DOWNS
CARBON RAIL

Push valve button in and
turn counter-clockwise 90
degrees so it pops up and
is in the “OUT” position.

Insert the pump hose and
twist it 45 degrees clockwise
to lock in place. Inflate until
you reach the required
pressure (15 PSI Min - 18
PSI Max).

After inflation, return the
valve cover and tighten in
clockwise direction to lock
in place.

DEFLATE BOARD

HANDLE WITH
NEOPRENE
COVER

To deflate your board, follow the instructions below.

SECURE SPRING PIN

CROC-SKIN EVA
FLEXIBLE
SIDE FINS

DIAMOND GROOVE EVA

REMOVABLE
SIDE FIN

HANDLE AND
PADDLE HOLDER
AIR VALVE

REMOVABLE
CENTER FIN

Release valve cover by
twisting counter-clockwise.

Push valve button in and
turn clockwise to lock it in
DOWN position.

Roll up your board from
the nose to the tail of the
board, pushing all air out as
you roll.

D-RING
FOR LEASH

TIPS & PRECAUTIONS

FIN INSTALLATION

Electric Pumps can be used to inflate board up to 80-90%. However, the remaining pressure required should be achieved using the hand
pump to avoid over - inflation.
Do not use air compressors as this voids warranty of board.
Before long trips, ensure the board has been inflated and has maintained pressure for a minimum of 24 hours.

SIDE FIN DELUXE

CENTER FIN

1. Align side
fin into fin
box with the
flat egde
facing
inwards.

2. Push the fin
all the way
down into
the fin box.

1. Align fin
base into
fin box slot

2. Slide center
fin through
the box and
push fin to
the front of
the box.

3. Tighten the
side fin with
screws until
fixed in the
slot (don’t
over tighten).

ACCESsORIES*

3. Push down the
base of the fin
until the fin clicks
and is locked in
place.

4. To remove the
fin, push it up
towards the front
and slide the base
towards the back
until it is free.

INFLATABLE BOARDS SUPPLIED WITH : BAG, LEASH, PUMP, FINS, REPAIR KIT (AQUASEAL

®

V8 DOUBLE ACTION PUMP

MAGIC SUIT CASE

FINS

Multiple
handles
Single
action

FCS Connect 8”

FCS Touring 9”

Ph River

Polo Fin

Double
action

SURF

RACE

LIGHTWEIGHT

ELECTRIC PUMPS
• 40 liters
• Heavy Duty backpack style dry bag
to keep belongings safe and dry with
front mesh storage compartment
• Calf, Ankle and Racing option
• 9mm strong cord surf leash
• 6mm light race leash
• Double stainless steel swivels
• Key pocket
• 8’, 10’ and 12’ surf lengths or 8’ coil race
or 4, 5’ and 6’ for lightweight leash.

LIGHTWEIGHT
LEASH

Roller wheels

• Inflate your board faster and
easier with continuous pumping
cycles in both down and upward
action
• With a switch, the double action
becomes single action for easy
inflation to 15-18PSI.

HYDRATION PACK

Dol-fin

US SIDE
White Water

6 3/4”

Fixed

8”

US CENTER

• US Center Fin Box / Deluxe and Zen
- Short for easy board roll up.
- Fits all size universal center fins.
• FCS Box / Deluxe : Removable side fin.
• Fixed / Zen
* All accessories sold seperately

14PSI

20PSI

IMPACT VEST

• CE approved.
• Includes key pocket in the front
and storage pocket in the back.

Hiking
straps
Back
support

ENDURO

* *Available with Bolt Carbon, Enduro Carbon, Enduro Tiki Tech, Tufskin and Paddle For Hope.

HOW TO REPAIR A CUT OR PUNCTURE IN YOUR INFLATABLE BOARD
SUPPLIES REQUIRED

SURFACE PREPARATION

PREPARING THE PATCH

PREPARING THE BOARD

LEASHES

FIN BOX

Light Core

BOLT

DRY BAG

IS ALSO RECOMMENDED)

TIKI gauge

Strap free system.
Hide excess straps
when not carrying
the board or while
traveling.

Press all air out of the
board, return valve cover,
and tighten in clockwise
direction to lock in place.

FIXED

• Holds 1.5 liters
(50 fluid ounces).

Acetone or methyl ethyl ketone
(M.E.K.)
Glue (AQUASEAL IS RECOMMENDED)
Hairdryer
Brush
Tape
Spatula or spoon
Towel
®

APPLYING THE GLUE

Clean the area around the cut
or puncture using acetone or
M.E.K.

Draw the outline of the patch
using chalk or pencil (do not
use ink).
Cut the patch, cover the cut or
puncture with approximately
2.5cm (1”) overlap on all sides.

APPLYING THE PATCH

BONDING THE PATCH

Apply tape along the outline
of the patch. This will prevent
the glue from spreading
outside the patch area.

CURING THE PATCH

• Inflates up to 14 or 20 PSI
• Takes approx. 3min to inflate a 170L
board to 14 or 18PSI
• Powered by supplied battery or car
battery via leads.

STAR MOUNT

• Light and convenient, allowing you
to upgrade your SUP with a full range of
accessories. From GoPro to phone holder,
the STAR Mount is your perfect exploring
companion.
• Compatible with all Ram accessories.
• Supplied with all inflatable Touring boards.

Apply glue on both the board
and patch using a brush or
other applicator.
Make sure the glue is spread
evenly and completely over
the board and patch.
Let the glue dry for 5 minute

Apply the patch starting on
one side and moving towards
the other side being careful
not to trap any air bubbles.

Use a hair dryer to gently heat
the area to ensure a good bond
between the patch and the board.
Use a metal spatula or spoon
and firm pressure to ensure a
good bond and to work out any
air bubbles.

WARRANTY
Please see the Starboard Warranty Claim form supplied with your board for more details. Enjoy exploring.

Allow the glue to cure with the
board un-inflated for 24 hours
prior to use.

